
Call: 207-922-2277

2019 RAM 1500 IN BANGOR, ME $46950.00

44 GRIFFIN RD BANGOR ME,

Scan QR Code or Click Here

VIN: 1C6SRFHTXKN896126 COLOR: DELMONICO RED PEARLCOAT
STK#: E904276A MILEAGE: 39084
EXTERIOR COLOR: DELMONICO RED PEARLCOAT INTERIOR COLOR: BLACK
DRIVETRAIN: NOT SPECIFIED TRANSMISSION: 8-SPEED AUTOMATIC (8HP75)
TRIM: LIMITED ENGINE: 8 CYLINDER ENGINE

CONDITION: USED MPG CITY: 17

DESCRIPTION/OPTIONS: This 2019 RAM 1500 Limited is completely loaded with options. It has been fully serviced including new brakes and a state inspection. It has a
clean Carfax and has been properly maintained. This won't last long, come take it for a spin!nnQuick Order Package 27M LimitedLimited Level 1 Equipment Group
($2,995 value)Advanced Brake AssistVentilated Rear SeatsLane Keep AssistFull Speed Forward Collision Warning PlusAdaptive Cruise Control with Stop and
GoHarman/kardon 19 Speaker Premium SoundSurround View Camera SystemParallel and Perp Park Assist with StopBed Utility Group ($445 value)4 Adjustable Cargo
Tie-Down HooksPick-Up Box LightingnnComfort• Ventilated seats offer warm weather comfort by cooling areas of the occupant's body not exposed to the air conditioning
system.• The steering wheel rim is heated.• Heated seats offer cool weather comfort by warming the seat quickly, before the air in the passenger compartment is fully
warmed by the heater.• The seating surfaces are covered in leather.• The seat provides a variety of adjustments to enhance seating comfort.• The seat provides a variety
of adjustments to enhance seating comfort.Convenience• The vehicle can be remotely started from the keyfob and from a smart device such as a phone and a subscription
is required to maintain access to the smart device remote start function.• This intelligent cruise control system uses laser or radar to maintain a preset following distance
behind another vehicle, automatically braking (to a complete stop if needed) or accelerating as required.• Cruise control maintains a preset vehicle speed; automatically
increasing or decreasing throttle to maintain that speed.• The step located at the lower rear of the pickup box can be extended and retracted.• The keyfob has a dedicated
button for unlocking the cargo area trunk/hatch/door.Exterior and Appearance• A trailer brake controller integrates the towing vehicle's hydraulic brakes with the
trailer's electric brakes. It also gives the driver manual control of the trailer's brakes.In-car Entertainment• The primary monitor in the vehicle offers touchscreen
control.• This feature allows music to be transferred from a mobile device to the vehicle without the need to physically connect the two devices.• Brand name speakers are
provided by aftermarket audio equipment manufacturers and the system has typically been tuned and engineered specifically for the particular vehicle.Powertrain and
Mechanical• Power is delivered to all four wheels.• Variable valve control allows the lift, duration and/or timing of the intake or exhaust valves to be altered while the
engine is in operation.• The 4-corner load-levelling suspension automatically adjusts vehicle height at all four wheels to maintain a uniform vehicle height.Safety and
Security• A blind spot detection system will alert the driver when another vehicle is within the warning zone.• The vehicle is equipped with a system that senses, and then
prepares, the vehicle and/or occupants, for an impending forward collision.• The vehicle is equipped with a camera that displays an image of the area behind the vehicle
on an interior display.• The vehicle is equipped with a system that senses, and then prepares, the vehicle and/or occupants, for an impending rear collision.• Brake assist
senses panic braking from the speed of the brake pedal's travel and applies all available power brake boost.• This camera allows the driver to see 360 degrees around the
vehicle for added safety.Technology and Telematics• Without the need for a manufacturer specific app to be installed on the smart device, the vehicle infotainment system
can access and control functions of a smart device physically plugged-into the vehicle.• Otherwise known as Bluetooth, this technology allows electronic devices to
integrate with the vehicle systems without the need for a physical connection between them.• The vehicle is equipped with a built-in voice activated navigation
system.Comfort• Ventilated seats offer warm weather comfort by cooling areas of the occupant's body not exposed to the air conditioning system.• The steering wheel rim
is heated.• Heated seats offer cool weather comfort by warming the seat quickly, before the air in the passenger compartment is fully warmed by the heater.• The seating
surfaces are covered in leather.• The seat provides a variety of adjustments to enhance seating comfort.• The seat provides a variety of adjustments to enhance seating
comfort.Convenience• The vehicle can be remotely started from the keyfob and from a smart device such as a phone and a subscription is required to maintain access to
the smart device remote start function.• This intelligent cruise control system uses laser or radar to maintain a preset following distance behind another vehicle,
automatically braking (to a complete stop if needed) or accelerating as required.• Cruise control maintains a preset vehicle speed; automatically increasing or decreasing
throttle to maintain that speed.• The step located at the lower rear of the pickup box can be extended and retracted.• The keyfob has a dedicated button for unlocking the
cargo area trunk/hatch/door.Exterior and Appearance• A trailer brake controller integrates the towing vehicle's hydraulic brakes with the trailer's electric brakes. It also
gives the driver manual control of the trailer's brakes.In-car Entertainment• The primary monitor in the vehicle offers touchscreen control.• This feature allows music to
be transferred from a mobile device to the vehicle without the need to physically connect the two devices.• Brand name speakers are provided by aftermarket audio
equipment manufacturers and the system has typically been tuned and engineered specifically for the particular vehicle.Powertrain and Mechanical• Power is delivered to
all four wheels.• Variable valve control allows the lift, duration and/or timing of the intake or exhaust valves to be altered while the engine is in operation.• The 4-corner
load-levelling suspension automatically adjusts vehicle height at all four wheels to maintain a uniform vehicle height.Safety and Security• A blind spot detection system
will alert the driver when another vehicle is within the warning zone.• The vehicle is equipped with a system that senses, and then prepares, the vehicle and/or occupants,
for an impending forward collision.• The vehicle is equipped with a camera that displays an image of the area behind the vehicle on an interior display.• The vehicle is
equipped with a system that senses, and then prepares, the vehicle and/or occupants, for an impending rear collision.• Brake assist senses panic braking from the speed of
the brake pedal's travel and applies all available power brake boost.• This camera allows the driver to see 360 degrees around the vehicle for added safety.Technology and
Telematics• Without the need for a manufacturer specific app to be installed on the smart device, the vehicle infotainment system can access and control functions of a
smart device physically plugged-into the vehicle.• Otherwise known as Bluetooth, this technology allows electronic devices to integrate with the vehicle systems without
the need for a physical connection between them.• The vehicle is equipped with a built-in voice activated navigation system. nnTo be sure you don't miss out, give us a call
at 207-922-2277 and schedule a test drive. We have 2 locations - 44 Griffin Rd. in Bangor, and 39 Downeast Highway in Ellsworth. Call to verify vehicle's
location.nnLinnehan's Right Way Auto - home of the 6 month 6 000 mile warranty and no Doc Fees ever! Right Way Auto has 100's of reviews on Facebook and Google
with a 4.9 Star Average! DISCLAIMER: Vehicle may or may not have all of the computer generated equipment/options listed. The system lists all options commonly
available within that package but this does not mean this vehicle necessarily is equipped with all of them. Please verify desired options prior to purchase.
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